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Orbital ordering and two ferromagnetic phases in low-doped La1ÀxSrxMnO3
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We present a theory for the transition between two ferromagnetic phases observed experimentally in lightly
doped La12xSrxMnO3. Starting from an electronic model, the instabilities to various types of orbital orderings
are studied within the random-phase approximation. In most cases, the instabilities occur in the region of
strong correlations. A phase diagram is calculated in the case of strong correlation by means of the projected
perturbation technique and the Schwinger boson technique. A phase transition between two types of orbital
ordering occurs at a low doping, which may be closely relevant to recent experimental observations.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Doped manganites have attracted much current rese
interest due to various types of charge, orbital and magn
orderings, as well as the colossal magnetoresistance effe
was observed experimentally that a phase transition occu
T5150 K in slightly doped manganite La12xSrxMnO3 (x
5 1

8 ) from a ferromagnetic metallic phase to a ferromagne
insulating phase.1–3 The low-temperature insulating phase
found to be stabilized by an external magnetic field. Alt
natively, a ferromagnetic metallic state can evolve into
ferromagnetic insulating state by increasing an external m
netic field,2 which is completely opposite to the field-induce
melting of the charge-ordering phase nearx5 1

2 .4 On the
other hand, at low temperatures, a metallic phase cro
over to an insulating phase nearx50.175.5,6 Since the spin
degrees of freedom have been frozen, the transition sh
be attributed to the orbital orderings of activeeg electrons in
Mn ions. Theoretically, the phase diagrams of doped man
nites have been investigated extensively.7–15 The importance
of the orbital ordering was realized to explain the layere
type antiferromagnetism for the undoped case and var
types of magnetic orderings in the highly doped regime. E
perimental evidence shows that the orbital ordering ind
exists in LaMnO3 and La0.5Sr1.5MnO4.16 In this paper, we
propose an electronic origin of the ferromagnetic phase t
sition, and emphasize the roles of orbital ordering and str
electron correlations. A Hubbard-type electronic model
presented to describe the orbital motions of active electr
in Mn ions, and the random-phase approximation~RPA! is
applied to investigate the instability of various types of o
bital structures. It is found that the para-orbital phase is
stable when the on-site Coulomb interaction is strong. In
case, we derive an effective Hamiltonian in the represe
tion of the Schwinger boson for orbital and spinless fermio
for charge. A phase transition between two types of orb
ordering phases is observed. Its relevance to the experim
tal observation is also discussed.

II. MODEL

Doped manganites are very complicated and contai
number of physical degrees of freedom. To simplify o
PRB 620163-1829/2000/62~9!/5829~5!/$15.00
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problem, we only concentrate on the fully polarized ferr
magnetic phase such that all spin degrees of freedom
frozen completely. Other interactions, such as the coop
tive Jahn-Teller effect, are neglected in a fully satura
phase. Under these circumstances, the electronic Ha
tonian for the doped manganite might be written as10

H52t(
i j

ci ,a
† cj ,a1(

i
Uni ,zni ,z̄ ,

whereci ,a
† and ci ,a are the creation and annihilation oper

tors for electrons in thea (5x,y,z) orbital at sitei. a is
determined by the orientation of the differencei-j . The op-
erators are not independent:ci ,x5 1

2 ci ,z2(A3/2)ci ,z̄ andci ,y

5 1
2 ci ,z1(A3/2)ci ,z̄ . cz

†u0&5uz&}(3z22r 2)/A3 and cz̄
†u0&

5uz̄&}x22y2, respectively. Here the transfer matrices a
assumed to take a Slater-Koster form given by the hybrid
tion between theeg orbital and the nearest oxygenp
orbital.17,18U is the on-site Coulomb interaction for electron
at different orbitals with the same spin. Along any axis, t
free electrons have two bands: one isv(k)522t coska , and
the other is a flatband withv(k)50. Since

ni ,xni ,x̄5ni ,yni ,ȳ5ni ,zni ,z̄ ,

which are the projection operators for double occupancy,
model can be regarded as a combination of three o
dimensional Falikov-Kimball models. WhenU50, the spec-
tra of free electrons are

v6~k!52t~ex1ey1ez!

6tAex
21ey

21ez
22exey2eyez2ezex,

whereea5coska . The ground state is a para-orbital state f
any doping. As the threeci ,a are not independent, one of th
main features in the density of state in the Falicov-Kimb
model, the peak for the localized electron, disappears.

III. THE RANDOM-PHASE APPROXIMATION

To further understand the physics of the model at l
temperatures, we study the instability of the para-orb
5829 ©2000 The American Physical Society
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phase to various types of orbitally ordered phases in
random-phase approximation~RPA!. As the Hamiltonian
possesses the cubic symmetry, but lacks the SU~2! symme-
try, the symmetry breaking is to choose a certain directi
We perform a unitary transformation

S ci ,z

ci ,z̄
D⇒R~u!S ci ,z

ci ,z̄
D ,

where

R~u!5S cos
u

2
sin

u

2

2sin
u

2
cos

u

2

D
such that the hopping matrix depends on the angleu while
the on-site term remains unchanged in the new basis. H
ever, such a unitary transformation does not change
physics of a system with SU~2! symmetry. In the new basi
set, the various instabilities against the para-orbital state
be probed by the dressed 434 interaction tensor,

V~q,u!5@12V0P0~q,u!#21V0 ,

as shown in Fig. 1. HereV0 is the bare interaction tensor th
depends on the four orbital states, with two~leading to four
combinations! at each end of the interaction line,

V0~s1s2 ;s3s4!5
U

2
s1s3~ds1s2

ds3s4
1ds1s4

ds2s3
!,

FIG. 1. Feynman diagram of the Dyson equations for
dressed interaction tensor. The numbers represent the orbital
ces.
e

.

w-
ny

an

wheres i5z(11),z̄(21) denote the orbital states.P0(q,u)
is the polarization tensor,q[(q,inn) with q the momentum
transfer by the interaction, andnn is the bosonic Matsubara
frequency. The 232 inverse of the free propagator matrix
our case is

G21~k,u!5~ ivn1m!I2R21~u!E~k!R~u!,

where k[(k,ivn) with vn being the fermionic Matsubara
frequency and

E~k!52tS ez1
1

4
~ex1ey! 2

A3

4
~ex2ey!

2
A3

4
~ex2ey!

3

4
~ex1ey!

D .

The polarization tensor is given by

P0~q,u!s1s2 ;s3s4
52T(

vn

E d3k

~2p!3

3Gs2 ,s3
~k1q,u!Gs4 ,s1

~k,u!,

where T is the temperature. The summation over fermi
Matsubara frequencies can be easily performed, but the
maining integration over momenta has to be carried out
merically. By analytical continuation, we calculate the re
time zero-frequency limit of the dielectric tensor,

«~q,0,u!512 limw→0V0P0~q,inn→v1 i01,u!.

At a specific wave numberq, the peak in the inverse of th
determinant of the dielectric tensor, 1/det@«(q,0,u)#, as a
function of the on-site interactionU or temperatureT, indi-
cates the instability from the para-orbital ordering to so
ordered phase at this wave number. For example, aq
5(0,0,0), the peak indicates the instability to the polariz
orbital ~F! phase,q5(p,p,p) to the rock-salt~G! -type or-
bital ordering phase,q5(p,p,0) to the rod~C! -type orbital
ordering, andq5(0,0,p) to the layered~A! -type orbital
ordering. Numerical results of the zero-temperature criti
on-site interactionUc for the various orderings as a functio

e
di-
ap-

FIG. 2. Instablility of para-orbital phase to

various ordering phases in the random-phase
proximation.
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FIG. 3. The phase diagram for orbital orde
ing in low doped mangnites: the weak-correlatio
approach.
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of the doping level foru (50;p/4;p/3;p/2) are plotted in
Fig. 2. It should be pointed out that for the G-type orderin
there is a logarithmic divergence in the polarization tens
so thatUc approaches zero asx→0. However, it is difficult
to capture this behavior by numerical calculations. Inde
on a 10031003100 cubic lattice, we still get a finiteUc for
the G-type ordering. Remarkably,Uc(x) as a function of the
hole concentration for the G-type isnot a monotonic function
of x, in contrast to that in the one-band Hubbard model. T
difference arises solely from the existence of an orbi
flipping propagator in our system. The G-type ordering is
the unique stable phase when the doping orU increases.
Other types of ordering also arise in some regimes. We
that the critical valuesUc for G-type and F-type ordering
are not sensitive to the change of angleu while Uc for
A-type and C-type are. The C-type ordering arises neax
50.3 for a moderate value ofU, while an F-type ordering
appears for high dopings. Figure 2 also shows thatu depends
on the density of doping, especially for the A- and C-ty
orderings. As the instability in Fig. 2 can arise from t
para-orbital phase against any ordered phases, the figure
not give us any information on which one is more stable
the largeU limit. To obtain a phase diagram, a mean-fie
theory is introduced by decoupling

ni ,zni ,z̄.^ni ,z&ni ,z̄1ni ,z^ni ,z̄&2^ni ,z&^ni ,z̄&

and by setting

1

2
^ni ,z2ni ,z̄&5eiq•r iDmq ,

where Dmq is the order parameter for the ordered pha
characterized by the momentumq. Apart fromDmq , we also
take u as an additional variable. Again, we consider fo
types of orbital orderings: F, A, C, and G. The phase diagr
in Fig. 3 is established by comparing the ground-state e
gies for different orderings, which is minimized in terms
Dmq andu.
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IV. STRONG CORRELATION: SCHWINGER BOSON
THEORY

From Fig. 2, the instabilities of several types of orbit
ordering occur aboveU'5 (t51 is the energy unit!, which
can be regarded in a region of strong correlation since
on-siteU is much larger than the bandwidth. On the oth
hand, from the estimation of excitation energies of Mn io
and the density-functional theory,19,20 the ratio oft/U is es-
timated to be 0.1–0.05 . In this case, the double occupa
of electrons on the same site should be very sparse, and
projection perturbation technique is an efficient tool to inve
tigate the low-energy physics in the model. Up to the seco
order perturbation, we obtain an effective Hamiltonian:15,21

H52(
i j

t c̃i ,a
† c̃ j ,a2(

i j

t2

U
ni ,anj ,ā , ~1!

where c̃i ,a
† and c̃i ,a indicates the exclusion of double occu

pancy on the same site. The physical meanings of the
terms in the effective Hamiltonian are very clear. Along a
specific axis, the superexchange term is Ising-like, instea
the Heisenberg one that appeared in the usualt-J model. The
total superexchange terms are a combination of three I
models. Due to the fact that the orbital operators depend
the orientations of the bond, the physical properties are q
different from those of the usual Ising model as will b
shown below. The C- and/or G-type orderings originate fro
the superexchange term since the bond of two electrons
the different orbits has a lower energy. The first term is
hopping term in the projected Hilbert space without dou
occupancy. The strong correlation should lead to differ
physics from that of free particles. To obtain the phase d
gram, we use the Schwinger boson technique.22–24 In the
representation of the Schwinger boson for an orbital and
mions for charge, the Hamiltonian is rewritten as15

Heff52t(
i j

bi ,a
† bj ,a f i

†f j1(
i j

t2

2U
~mi ,amj ,a2ninj !,
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where mi ,a5bi ,a
† bi ,a2bi ,ā

†
bi ,ā and ni5bi ,a

† bi ,a1bi ,ā
†

bi ,ā .
A local constraint for the orbital boson and charge fermion

f i
†f i5bi ,a

† bi ,a1bi ,ā
†

bi ,ā ,

which can be realized by introducing the Lagrange multip
ers in the Hamiltonian. To study the phase diagram, the s
plest approach to the boson part of the Hamiltonian is
saddle-point approximation in which all the boson field a
Lagrange multipliers are taken to be independent of time
space. Since we are interested in the orbital structure of
ground state, G-, C-, and A-type orderings are parametr
by decomposing the system in two sublatticesA and B.
F-type ordering is established if the two sublattices beco
identical. In the case of low dopings, we have

^bi ,z&5A12x cos
aA(B)

2

and

^bi ,z̄&5A12x sin
aA(B)

2
.

^bi ,z& and ^bi ,z̄& are determined by the sublattice structur
The mean-field phase diagram is obtained by minimizing
ground-state energy in terms of the two parametersaA and
aB . At x50, the band for fermions is fully filled and th
hopping terms vanish. The ground-state energies per b
for both C- and G-type phases are2t2/2U, while aA5
2aB5p/2 for the C-type andaA5p2aB for G-type. The
C- and G-type orbital orderings are degenerated, in ag
ment with the results of spin-wave theory.21,25 However, the
C-type ordering was observed experimentally in the undo
case.16 Hotta et al.26 suggested that the cooperative Jah
Teller effect leads to a C-type orbital structure. When
system deviates from the undoped case, the problem sh
be solved self-consistently. In this approach, we find that
small doping removes the degeneracy of C- and G-type
derings and the C-type structure has a lower energy.
hopping term in the projected Hilbert space favors formin
ferro-orbital phase, which is very similar to the double e
change model. When the doping increases, a phase trans
from C-type ordering to F-type ordering occurs in the grou
state at a finitexc , which is a function of the ratiot/U, as
shown in Fig. 4. Thus the competition between the hopp

FIG. 4. The phase diagram for orbital ordering in low dop
manganites: the strong-correlation approach.
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term and the superexchange term leads to the orbital p
transition.

V. DISCUSSIONS

Both Figs. 3 and 4 indicate a phase transition from C-ty
to F-type ordering. The starting points for these two figu
are quite different: One is for weak correlations and the ot
is for strong correlations. If the system deviates from the s
ferromagnetic state and other spin structures are allowed
C-type orbital ordering tends to form the spin A-type stru
ture. This is because, from the superexchange mechan
the nearest-neighbor bond has a lower energy if it is s
ferromagnetic and orbital antiferromagnetic or spin antif
romagnetic and orbital ferromagnetic.27 This coincides with
the magnetic structure in the undoped mangnite. The exp
mental phase diagram tells us that the layered FM insula
phase evolves into a ferromagnetic insulating state.5,6 No ob-
vious magnetic phase transition is observed untilx50.175.
Thus the increment of doping weakens the spin AF corre
tion along thec axis, and does not change the orbital stru
ture dramastically. The orbital ordering is C-type, not G-ty
at low dopings. It was observed that a transition occurs n
x50.175 in the ferromagnetic background. We believe tha
is closely related to the transition discussed in this work
we takeU/t520, the critical valuexc is about 0.23 in Fig. 4,
which is larger than the experimental value. However, ot
physical effects, when they are properly taken into accou
might reducexc . Yunoki et al.12 studied the Jahn-Teller ef
fect in an orbital model without on-site interaction. A pha
transition of orbital ordering was also observed in their stu
for a strong electron-phonon interaction. We believe that
inclusion of the electron-phonon interaction could reduce
critical valuexc . Maezonoet al.’s mean-field phase diagram
contains a transition from the G-type to F-type phase.11 Our
RPA result also shows the instability from para-orbital pha
to the G-type ordering phase whenU is relatively small. It is
worth mentioning that our theory is different from those
the polaron-ordering phase28 and band polarization.29 Gener-
ally speaking, once the long-range orbital ordering exists,
Jahn-Teller distortion always appears. A regular arrangem
of orbitals, i.e., electron cloud, affects the structure of t
system. So when the orbital phase transition from C-
F-type occurs, it is not surprising that the Jahn-Teller dist
tion also disappears. To explain the lattice distortion o
served experimentally, one has to introduce the electr
phonon interaction. Even excluding the Coulomb interacti
the Jahn-Teller distortion alone can drive an orbital ph
transition. However, it was already realized that the elect
correlation is very strong in doped manganites. On-site C
lomb interactions are dominant and are sufficient to drive
orbital phase transition.

Before ending this paper, we would like to mention th
the C-type orbital ordering does not necessarily imply
insulating phase. However, in the C-type structure, the or
als of the electron tend to be parallel along thec axis and
antiparallel in thea-b plane. Thus, electrons tend to mov
along thec axis as the hopping among thea-b plane will
tend to destroy the orbital antiferromagnetic structure an
energetically costly. The electron energy band in thea-b
plane is much narrower than that along thec axis. Thus the
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high anisotropy of the C-type phase leads to an almost o
dimensional character for the energy band. In an ideal o
dimensional system, any amount of disorder will drive t
system to be an insulator. There are always disorders in
system, for instance, spin fluctuations. Thus, the system
the C-type ordering is most likely an insulator. On the oth
hand, the orbital superexchange interaction in Eq.~1! is at-
tractive for charge carriers. Usually, strong interaction~either
repulsive or attractive! will cause a uniform density phase t
be unstable, either against the Wigner lattice or phase s
ration. The antiferromagnetic orbital ordering will suppre
the effective hopping term and relatively enhance the att
tion such that it is possible to drive a uniform-density pha
unstable at low dopings. This will lead to the phase sepa
tion senario for a metal-insulator transiton.30,15 The resulting
phase separation between two phases with different dens
was observed nearx50.05 and 0.08.31,32 As the physical
origin of the phase separation here is a repulsive interact
it seems to be a paradox since the repulsion is believe
prevent phase separation. This paradox can be resolve
one realizes that the interaction here is on-site and its o
e

e-
e-

he
th
r

a-
s
c-
e
a-

ies

n,
to
if

ly

effect is to exclude the double occupancy of charge carri
It has no obvious effect to prevent the system from form
two different density phases if both phases have exclu
double occupancy already. The effective interaction driv
charge carriers around to a lower energy by optimizing
orbital configurations. Similar physics was extensively d
cussed in the t-J model for high-temperature
superconductivity.33 In short, the C-type orbital ordering ha
a strong tendency to be an insulating phase.

In conclusion, a phase transition from the C-type
F-type orbital ordering occurs at low doping in the regime
strong correlations. This transition is relevant to the fer
magnetic metal-insulator transition in the lightly doped ma
ganites at low temperatures.
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